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Abstract

Dependency parsing of conversational input
can play an important role in language un-
derstanding for dialog systems by identify-
ing the relationships between entities extracted
from user utterances. Additionally, effec-
tive dependency parsing can elucidate dif-
ferences in language structure and usage for
discourse analysis of human-human versus
human-machine dialogs. However, models
trained on datasets based on news articles
and web data do not perform well on spoken
human-machine dialog, and currently avail-
able annotation schemes do not adapt well
to dialog data. Therefore, we propose the
Spoken Conversation Universal Dependencies
(SCUD) annotation scheme that extends the
Universal Dependencies (UD) (Nivre et al.,
2016) guidelines to spoken human-machine
dialogs. We also provide ConvBank, a conver-
sation dataset between humans and an open-
domain conversational dialog system with
SCUD annotation. Finally, to demonstrate the
utility of the dataset, we train a dependency
parser on the ConvBank dataset. We demon-
strate that by pre-training a dependency parser
on a set of larger public datasets and fine-
tuning on ConvBank data, we achieved the
best result, 85.05% unlabeled and 77.82% la-
beled attachment accuracy.

1 Introduction

Syntactic parsing (Chen et al., 2018) and seman-
tic parsing (Kollar et al., 2018; Gupta et al., 2018)
have been used in dialog systems to disambiguate
the relationships between noun phrases in under-
standing tasks. Compared to constituency pars-
ing and semantic role labeling, dependency pars-
ing provides more clear relationships between
predicates and arguments (Johansson and Nugues,
2008). Constituency parsers provide information
about noun phrases in a sentence, but provide only

limited information about relationships within a
noun phrase. For example, in the sentence “What
do you think about Google’s privacy policy be-
ing reviewed by journalists from CNN?,” a con-
stituency parser would place “Google’s privacy
policy being reviewed by journalists from CNN”
under a single phrasal node. Similarly, a seman-
tic role labeling system would tend to label the
same phrase as an argument of the verb, but it
would not disambiguate the relationships within
the phrase. Finally, NER only provides informa-
tion about named entities which may or may not
be the key semantic content of the sentence. De-
pendency parsers, by contrast, can provide infor-
mation about relationships when a sentence con-
tains multiple entities, even when those entities are
within the same phrase.

Identifying relationships between entities in a
user utterance can help a dialog system formu-
late a more appropriate response. For instance,
in the sentence about “Google’s privacy policy”
mentioned above, there are multiple entities for the
system to consider. The system must determine
the most important entity in the utterance in or-
der to model the topic and generate an appropriate
response. A dependency graph facilitates this pro-
cess by providing information about the syntactic
relationships between entities.

Figure 1: Example dependency-parsed sentence. Stan-
ford CoreNLP visualizer (Manning et al., 2014).

A dependency parse of the sentence, shown in
Figure 1, demonstrates that the key element of the
sentence, “policy”, is directly linked to the root
“think” as a nmod. The other entities in the sen-
tence are modifiers of the central element, and are
clearly labeled as such. These structures make it
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easier for a dialog system to identify core seman-
tic content and formulate an appropriate response.

Dependency parsing is a well studied (Dozat
and Manning, 2016; Clark et al., 2018) task. How-
ever, most dependency parsers are trained on well-
written text datasets, such as news articles and
web-scrape data. In a conversational setting, dia-
log systems deal with transcripts that are produced
by automated speech recognition (ASR) systems.
ASR systems are prone to produce errors, such as
dropped and mis-transcribed words, and prema-
turely terminated utterances. Such errors, in our
experience, make building an automated depen-
dency parser harder.

Additional data is needed to train parsers for the
dialog system domain. Due to limitations in the
UD scheme for parsing speech data, we propose
an extension of the UD standard, SCUD, designed
specifically for dialog systems. SCUD considers
unique issues in automated speech transcription
and what is useful for dialog systems to gener-
ate appropriate responses. We then use SCUD to
annotate a corpus of open-domain human-system
conversations with automated speech transcripts.
We finally leverage this data, along with previ-
ously annotated UD datasets, to build a depen-
dency parser. Since the training data used is col-
lected with an open-domain dialog system, the
trained dependency parser can be applied to dia-
log systems with any task.

In addition to its use in dialog systems, depen-
dency parsed dialog data could be used in dis-
course analysis to assist in understanding the syn-
tactic patterns people use when interacting with
a computer. While researchers have investigated
such differences in task-oriented dialog systems
(Doran et al., 2003), we believe that ConvBank
and SCUD present an opportunity for expanded
discourse analysis of open-domain dialog systems.

2 Related Work

Dependency parsing on text such as the Universal
Dependencies English Web Treebank (UD-EWT)
(Silveira et al., 2014), is a well-developed field in
NLP; however, the parsing of automated speech
transcripts remains an open problem (Bechet et al.,
2014). As has been well-documented, speech, and
the resulting ASR transcipts, is a very different do-
main from written text (Biber and Conrad, 1999;
Leech, 2000; Carter and McCarthy, 2017). Adams
(2017) focuses on adapting a parser trained on

UD-EWT to the speech domain without annotat-
ing new training data. For example, she attempts
to create additional speech domain training data by
parsing raw speech transcripts with Google’s Syn-
taxNet. She then uses the resulting parsed output
as training data for MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006).
However, the resulting models do not show consis-
tent improvement over a baseline parser. Based on
these results, and the apparent need for new train-
ing data for the speech domain, we chose to an-
notate a new human-system dialogs dataset to fa-
cilitate building dependency parsers for automated
speech transcription and dialog systems.

Previous work has demonstrated that expanding
the UD annotation scheme can result in successful
parsers for other domains. For example, Liu et al.
(2018) expand the UD scheme to train a parser
for Twitter data. Thus we take a similar approach
in expanding the UD scheme to encompass issues
common to automated speech transcription.

Unlike written discourse, speech is full of dis-
fluencies which make discovering the underlying
syntactic structure challenging, as such disfluen-
cies interrupt the syntactic structure of the utter-
ance (Nasr et al., 2014; Caines et al., 2017). For
example, according to Meteer and Taylor (1995),
17% of tokens in the Switchboard telephone con-
versations are various disfluencies. Frequent types
of disfluencies include hesitations and false starts.
When dealing with ASR-based systems, one must
also contend with ASR errors. According to Nasr
et al. (2014), such disfluencies must either be in-
tegrated into the syntactic parse of the utterance
or removed prior to parsing. We choose to take
the former approach, integrating speech disfluen-
cies and speech transcription errors into the depen-
dency graph produced by our annotation scheme
and the resultant parser.

3 Annotation Scheme

When we initially began to annotate speech tran-
script data using the UD 2.0 (Nivre et al., 2017)
scheme, our annotators repeatedly complained of
constructions which they were unable to annotate
given the limitations of UD 2.0. We developed
SCUD in response to these issues. SCUD closely
follows UD 2.0 so that we may leverage larger
UD-compliant datasets of text data, such as UD-
EWT. We extend the UD annotation scheme to en-
compass specific features peculiar to the speech
domain, namely the use of non-syntactic discourse
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markers, speech disfluencies, and ASR errors.

One major difference between speech and text
is the fact that speech contains a fairly large num-
ber of discourse markers which do not serve a syn-
tactic role in the utterance. This is similar to the
difference between text and tweets pointed out by
Liu et al. (2018). We make use of the UD relation
discourse to indicate discourse markers which are
not part of the syntactic structure of an utterance;
for example, the word “like” in “I have like three
dogs”, where “like” plays a pragmatic, rather than
a syntactic, role.

Another goal of our annotation scheme is to
handle disfluencies common to both human and
ASR-generated speech transcripts. We expand the
scope of extant UD relation tags to tag common
speech disfluencies. For example, the UD tag
reparandum is applicable to situations in which a
user self-corrects his or her speech. We use the
UD tag flat to link repeated words and stutters
to indicate that these headless multi-word expres-
sions are a single syntactic unit. Handling non-
syntactic tokens is particularly important because,
while ASR may improve, the way people speak is
less likely to change.

We are also able to expand the existing UD an-
notation scheme to handle some common errors in
ASR output. In cases where an ASR system in-
correctly splits words, we utilize the UD relation
goeswith to link the two words in a dependency
graph. We also provide a means to insert nodes
at locations where an ASR system has dropped
words necessary for formation of a grammatical
structure. We do this by expanding the enhanced
UD 2.0 standard, which provides a method to in-
sert nodes in graphs as place-holders for words
omitted through ellipsis. An example of using
such a place-holder node is shown in Table 1,
where the subject of the sentence in question has
been omitted due to an ASR error. We also create
one new relation tag to deal with a common er-
ror in ASR system output: prematurely terminated
user utterances. Many conversational agents are
turn-based (Kepuska and Bohouta, 2018) , and de-
pend on pauses in user speech to detect the end of
the user’s dialog turn. As a result, hesitations by
the user can result in the system prematurely ter-
minating the user’s turn. In reviewing our dialog
system output data, we found that the ASR sys-
tem prematurely terminates as many as 5% of user
turns. We created the dependency label preterm to

Transcript: got two dogs
Index Word POS Dep. Relation
1 E1.1 PRON 2 nsubj
2 got VERB 0 root
3 two NUM 4 nummod
4 dogs NOUN 2 obj

Table 1: Example of omitted word node insertion

annotate such occurrences in our dataset.
We must also consider the issue of incorrectly

transcribed words. ASR systems are prone to mis-
transcribing words in the input signal; such errors
can significantly change the meaning of the under-
lying utterance or result in a transcription which
is ungrammatical or semantically nonsensical (Er-
rattahi et al., 2018). While error correction meth-
ods for dialog systems have been developed (Choi
et al., 2016), preprocessing our data with such a
system is beyond the scope of this study. We in-
structed annotators to annotate all words as they
were transcribed by the system. The alternative
would involve annotators trying to infer user intent
from context, which makes predictable annotation
far less likely.

In total, SCUD has 37 primary relation tags.
The relation tagset closely follows the UD 2.0 an-
notation standards with the exception of domain-
specific extensions as noted above.

4 Dataset and Annotation Process

We collected a corpus of humans conversing with
an open-domain dialog chatbot based on the Alexa
platform (Chen et al., 2018). Users were asked
to come into a lab and have an undirected con-
versation with our system. The automated speech
transcripts of the users’ utterances were collected
and selected at random for inclusion in this cor-
pus. We recruited two annotators who are ex-
perienced with dependency grammars and anno-
tation projects to annotate 1,500 sentences. As
is common with other UD annotation projects,
we asked each annotator to correct the work of
the other. Once this round of corrections was
complete, we measured agreement as the percent-
age of tokens which remained unchanged between
the original annotations and the corrected version.
The two annotators agreed on 86.4% of unlabeled
dependencies and 80.5% of labeled dependencies.
These numbers are comparable to those reported
on Tweebank (Liu et al., 2018), another challeng-
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UD-EWT ConvBank
Tag Freq. Tag Freq.
punct 11.5% root 15.1%
case 8.5% nsubj 13.8%
nsubj 8.0% obj 9.2%
det 7.7% advmod 8.2%
root 6.1% case 7.2%
advmod 5.4% det 6.8%
obj 5.0% obl 6.0%
obl 4.5% aux 5.3%
amod 4.4% cop 4.1%
compound 4.0% amod 3.2%

Table 2: Comparison of common relation frequencies.

ing annotation problem. Once annotator agree-
ment was assessed, a third annotator reviewed the
annotations to improve compliance with the anno-
tation scheme. We found that ASR errors, such as
ungrammatical sentences resulting from mistran-
scription and word omission are a major contribut-
ing factor to annotator disagreement in our dataset.

The result of our annotation project is Con-
vBank, a corpus of 1,500 ASR-generated text ut-
terances from a human-machine spoken dialog
system with SCUD annotation. The corpus is
compliant with UD 2.0 standards with the excep-
tion of extensions made to the UD standard as
noted above. All data, code, and pre-trained mod-
els related to this project are publicly available via
the project webpage1.

ConvBank uses 32 of the 37 possible primary
relations in SCUD, described above. A compar-
ison of the ten most common tags in ConvBank
and UD-EWT is presented in Table 2. punct is
the most common relation in UD-EWT but is ab-
sent from ConvBank; this is because our auto-
mated speech transcripts do not contain punctu-
ation. Other differences in relation distribution,
such as the higher relative frequencies of root and
nsubj can be explained by the shorter sentences in
ConvBank compared to UD-EWT. Since each sen-
tence must have a root, and most have a subject,
the fewer other words in each sentence, the higher
the frequencies of these two tags will tend to be.

5 Parsing Experiments

To demonstrate the utility of the ConvBank
dataset, we use the data to train a dependency

1https://gitlab.com/ucdavisnlp/dialog-parsing

parser for ASR-based spoken dialog systems.

5.1 Training Data

We use three datasets in training our dependency
parser. We use the publicly available UD-EWT
(Silveira et al., 2014) and Tweebank v.2 (Liu et al.,
2018) to train baseline models. We also com-
bine UD-EWT and Tweebank to create a larger
UD dataset for pre-training. Finally, we use
our own ConvBank dataset to fine-tune our best-
performing baseline model. We hold out 500 an-
notated ConvBank sentences for testing.

We considered using the constituency parsed
Switchboard corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992), which
is a human-human telephone corpus, due to its
similarity to our domain. However, no fully UD-
compliant version of the dependency parsed cor-
pus is publicly available. Although conversion
from constituency to dependency graphs is possi-
ble, we found the resulting dependency graphs un-
usable due to the error-prone conversion process.
Peng and Zeldes (2018) point out that conversion
systems particularly struggle with attaching nomi-
nal modifiers and oblique arguments.

5.2 Methods

We build all models using the biaffine parser as de-
scribed in Dozat and Manning (2016) and Qi et al.
(2019). We use the open-source implementations
of Dozat’s biaffine parser code2 for training our
models. We use Glove (Pennington et al., 2014)
for pre-trained word embeddings. We train three
baseline models to compare how models trained
on text data compare with our model, which lever-
ages both annotated text and automated speech
transcripts. First, we train a parsing model on UD-
EWT (Silveira et al., 2014) alone. We also train a
separate model on Tweebank v.2 (Liu et al., 2018)
alone to determine how a parser trained on tweets,
which are arguably more similar to conversational
speech, will perform. We also train a model on
combined UD-EWT and Tweebank data. Our fi-
nal baseline is a model trained on a 1,000 utterance
subset of ConvBank. This model is used to deter-
mine how a parser trained on our data performs
without pre-training on a larger text dataset.

Our fine-tuning approach is based on the idea
that, by providing the system with additional
domain-specific examples from ConvBank, we are
able to build upon the system’s baseline knowl-

2https://github.com/tdozat/Parser-v3
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edge to create a final system which performs
substantially better than baseline. Stymne et al.
(2018) demonstrate that this type of fine-tuning
is an effective way to leverage multiple treebanks
to train a single dependency parser. Our fine-
tuning process consists of initializing our network
weights using the weights from our baseline model
trained on the UD English Web Treebank. As
demonstrated by our results, the baseline model
trained on UD-EWT alone performs reasonably
well in assigning many UD labels and dependen-
cies; however the system does not handle well is-
sues specific to the dialog domain. To improve
performance on the dialog domain, we resume
training the pre-trained model with our annotated
ConvBank data, using identical training parame-
ters, until perplexity stabilizes.

5.3 Results and Discussion

We present the parsing accuracy on the ConvBank
test set in Table 3. Training only using 1,000 an-
notated in-domain ConvBank data reaches 75.65%
and 58.29% accuracy on unlabeled and labeled
edges respectively. This suggests that 1,000 ut-
terances are not enough to achieve optimal results.
However, human annotations are expensive to ob-
tain, limiting the size of our dataset. The model
trained on EWT or Tweebank or EWT and Twee-
bank combined achieved similar results that are
better than the model trained on ConvBank alone.
As these three models had similar results, we
fine-tune on the slightly better-performing EWT
model. Fine-tune achieves the best best result
on both unlabeled and labeled edges (85.05% and
77.82% respectively). Fine-tuning on EWT with
ConvBank data improves parsing accuracy on the
test data by over 7 points on unlabeled dependency
edges and by nearly 12 points on labeled edges.
These results suggest leveraging both a large set of
out-of-domain data and in-domain data achieves
the best performance.

There are some clear differences between our
fine-tuned model and the baseline model trained
on text data. In speech, discourse markers such as
“but”, “so”, and “and” frequently begin utterances.
These items can be difficult to parse correctly, as
they more frequently serve grammatical functions.
Our baseline model generally tags such items as
coordinating conjunctions or adverbs, while in the
fine-tuned model such items are more often ap-
propriately tagged as discourse markers. Another

Dataset UAS LAS
UD-EWT 77.41 65.85
Tweebank 77.23 66.44
Tweebank+UD-EWT 77.38 65.75
ConvBank 75.65 58.29
Fine-tune 85.05 77.82

Table 3: Parsing Accuracy Results

clear example is the correct use of the reparan-
dum tag. For example in the utterance “you know
you my name”, the baseline model tags the sec-
ond “you” as an indirect object, while the fine-
tuned model correctly tags the item as reparan-
dum. The baseline model tags only three items
in our test data as reparandum, while the fine-
tuned model identifies thirty-one such instances.
These results indicate that our fine-tuned model is
more closely aligned to the speech domain than
our baseline model. However, our best model still
struggles when faced with fixed expressions com-
mon in conversational speech, such as “Top Gun”
and “Kitchen Table Wisdom”. The model also per-
forms poorly on ungrammatical utterances, as ex-
pected.

6 Conclusion

Dependency parsing can effectively identify the
relationships between entities in a user utterance
to improve speech language understanding. How-
ever, dependency parsing for speech data does
not perform well when trained on out-of-domain
text data. To solve this problem, we present
ConvBank, a new dataset of annotated automated
speech transcripts, annotated with the Spoken
Conversation Universal Dependencies (SCUD)
annotation scheme to build UD-compatible parses.
We demonstrate the utility of ConvBank by fine-
tuning a dependency parser with a large dataset,
reaching 85.05% on labeled dependency edges
and 77.82% on unlabeled dependencies.

In future work, we hope to expand the size of
ConvBank to improve its utility to researchers in
training parsing models and studying conversa-
tional systems. We also hope to improve the per-
formance of our parsing system by jointly training
dependency parsing with semantic role labeling.
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